
Plateau is a series of 
ADA-compliant wall sconces with  
exciting visual patterns that reflect  
onto an illuminated inner surface for 
a dynamic, mesmerizing effect.  
Choose from six patterns, or create 
your own design. Top and bottom 
lenses conceal the compact  
fluorescent or incandescent lamps  
from view. Specify finishes for the 
outer housing and  
 inner (high gloss)  
reflective panel.
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Background panel illuminated  
by spill light from lamps with an  
intriguing high gloss housing  
reflection. Please specify  
secondary color. PG(___)

Laser cut fabricated  
aluminum housing.  
Please specify  
primary color: PT(___)

Opal acrylic lensed  
top and bottom.

HOUSING: Consists of a fabricated solid aluminum housing with 
laser-cut pattern and separate background accent panel.

DIFFUSER: Opal white top and bottom acrylic lenses

LAMPING:  2FQ26 – Provisions for two quad tube G24q-3 compact  
 fluorescent lamps 
 2NT40 – Provisions for two 40 watt T10 medium base  
 incandescent lamps

BALLAST: Fluorescent option provided with integral electronic HPF, 
Class A ballast 120/277v, 60Hz

CIRCUITS: Single circuit wiring

FINISH: PT /PG - All surfaces are coated with any of Manning  
Lighting’s standard low VOC thermo-cure automotive quality lacquers.

MOUNTING: Fixture mounts to a standard octagonal electrical box. 
All mounting hardware to be supplied by others. 

COMPLIANT: Fixture ADA compliant, UL listed for use in interior  
dry locations. IBEW union made in the USA.  

PLATEAU PANEL OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION LB-061- PT(WHT)- PG(MBL)- 2FQ26- 120- P5
 Fixture number - Primary finish -  Secondary finish -  Lamping -  Voltage -  Panel Style


